
The Italian American reconciliation  

By author unknown 

I think of myself as an experienced man, but women still amaze me. 

You know, I’m embarrassed, but I have a slight erection. My own body’s 

a mystery to me sometimes. My mother, god bless her heart, she tried 

to explain everything to me, but who can explain these little erections? 

One time I got buried alive at the beach by a bunch of wiseguys, they 

abandoned me there. All I had was my head out. I see this little bird. 

This little bird looks at me, I look at this bird. And I’ll be damned if I 

don’t get a little erection! How do you figure that? You don’t. You 

don’t, that’s my answer. There are things that you can figure out and 

there are things you can’t figure out. Now, some things I know. In fact, I 

am very wise. In fact, I am here tonight to teach you something. You 

wanna think of it that way, you’re my class. And what I’m gonna go is, 

I’m gonna tell you a story. About my friend Huey and me, and what 

happened to him. And from this story, I’m gonna teach you something. 

Now, my name is Aldo Scalicki, and my best friend… oh see, who can 

figure. It’s going down now. Are you through? Anyway, as I was saying, 

my name is Aldo Scalicki and my best friend my whole life is Henry 

Maximillian Bonfigliano. 

Typed by Ricky Tofte 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sometimes I wake up 

By Kathleen Leisure 

Sometimes I wake up in the middle of the night and I feel so depressed. Everyone in the house is asleep. 

I feel like I’m all alone in the world. Outside, the city is dark and desolate. The streetlights make the 

pavement glow and everything looks sort of unreal. Once in awhile a car goes whizzing by. I want to do 

something, anything, to break the monotony of the night. 

I try to go back to sleep, but I cant. Sometimes I wonder why I even bother to go on. Waking up 

everyday at the crack of dawn, riding on the bus where I’m pushed and shoved and all the people 

around me have cold and empty eyes. Going to school where I rush from one class to another feeling 

alone and confused. 

Sometimes in the morning I wake up with hope and I think maybe today something will change. But now 

the night, as inevitable as death, engulfs me, and I wonder: is there anyone out there, anyone at all, that 

is awake and feeling what I am. 


